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Our Holistic 
Approach to 
Education

We are a 
Christian 
School

We Provide 
Excellent 

Pastoral Care for 
All students

We Provide 
Excellence in 

Teaching & Learning 
to achieve the best 
Academic results 

possible within a Co-
Teaching Setting 

Best Practice at 
Claremont 
College is 

Common Practice



Our Signature 
Practices:
When Best 
Practice 
Becomes 
Common 
Practice

The Learning Pit 
(Challenging 

Learning)

Thinking & 
Learning Skills 
(Intellectual 
Character)

Fully 
Integrated 
Learning 

Support for All 
Students

Learning 
Intentions & 

Success 
Criteria 
(Clarity)

Project Based 
Learning 

(through Inquiry 
Based Learning)



James Nottingham

u Where we started in 2008 & 2010: The Learning Pit: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IMUAOhuO78

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IMUAOhuO78


‘The effect of 
feedback on 
learning… suggests 
average percentiles 
on learning 
outcomes of 
between 50% and 
83% improvement.” 
(Hattie 2009)



2018 – James came 
back to Claremont 
College 



Setting the Scene - Key Points 

u Praise vs feedback…praise is not the same as feedback, 
and feedback is more powerful when it is personalized

u Feedback is central to learning

u Feedback is any message, formal/informal, 
verbal/nonverbal, written/spoken



Setting the Scene - Key Points (2) 

u Myths: 

u Not all feedback is good

u Feedback should not only occur at the end of a piece of 
work

u Feedback does not require a grade

u Feedback does not need to be written down



Setting the Scene - Key Points (3)

u Feedback is most powerful when it is part of dialogue 
(between teacher and student, parent and child)

u Feedback should help students (or us) to: 

u Understand the learning intention/goal

u Know where they are in relation to the learning 
intention/goal

u Realise what they need to do to bridge the gap 
between where they are now and the learning 
intention/goal



Setting the Scene - Key Points (4)

u Four levels of feedback:

u Task-related

u Process-related

u Self-regulated

u Self-related

u ‘Assessment’ has its roots 
in the Latin verb assidere, 
meaning ‘to sit beside’, 

u Assessment: to sit beside



Learning Intentions & Success Criteria

u LEARNING INTENTIONS describe what students should 
know, understand or be able to do by the end of the 
lesson or series of lessons. 

u SUCCESS CRITERIA list what students should demonstrate 
to show they have accomplished the Learning Intention. 
They specify the main things to do, include or focus on. 



Draw a house!



u Feedback should help learners answer these 
three questions:

1. What am I trying to achieve?
2. How much progress have I made so far?

3. What should I do next? 

u When giving feedback, rephrase these questions:

1. What are you trying to achieve?

2. How much progress have you made so 
far?

3. What do you think you should do next? 

3
Key

Questions



Feedback & SOLO Taxonomy
u Different feedback is needed at different levels of 

understanding – using SOLO taxonomy will help to 
determine what is appropriate. 



SOLO Taxonomy & The Learning Pit



Current Reality – Key Points
u Feedback is best given during the learning process not 

afterward.

u Feedback is to be timed – not too early, not too late. 

u Feedback is adapted to the receiver.

u Feedback should help achieve agreed upon goals – learning 
intentions.

u Feedback is positive, supporting and engaging. 

u NB The quality of feedback should not be judged 
according to how or indeed if, the feedback is 
written down. Instead it should be judged 
according to the effect the feedback has on 
learning. 



Students asked to write a recount…



If I had said, ‘let me fix the errors’



Recount with verbal feedback



Current Reality – Key Points (2)

u Feedback helps teachers know what to teach next.

u Parent/Teacher/Student conferences can be a powerful 
way to gain maximum benefit from feedback. 

u Students can learn how to give themselves feedback –they 
will SELF-REGULATE by asking themselves the 3 
questions.

u A lot of written feedback in schools is currently given for 
parents and does not benefit the students. 

u Written feedback and marking has little or no impact on 
student learning. 



Creating a Culture of Feedback 

u For feedback to work brilliantly, the culture needs to be 
right. 

u Ways to build ‘towards’ feedback utopia:

u 1. Build safety and trust

u 2. Focus on learning and progress

When your child has a performance focus, they 
seek to prove their competence; when they have 
a learning focus, they seek to improve their 
competence. 



u 3. Reframe feedback, as clues for learning. 

If we can frame feedback as information to 
learn from , then the giving and receiving of 
feedback becomes far less threatening. 

u 4. Design for eureka moments: eureka feels great... “I 
found it!”



u 5. Reframe Challenge as more interesting, not more 
difficult.



u 6. Keep an eye on the brain research.

Activities that are stimulating and challenging 
are good for students neurologically as well as 
pedagogically. 

u 7. Walk the talk. 

u 8. Share the culture with all members of the school 
community. 

u 9. Keep feedback flowing so that it is ongoing, familiar 
and expected. 

u 10. Use feedback to your child/ren as feedback to you. 






